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Abstract 
Mosaics are orbits of partitions arising from music theoretical investigations. Various theorems 
from the field of ‘enumeration under finite group actions’ are applied for enumerating mosaics. In 
other words, it is demonstrated how to enumerate G-orbits of partitions of given size, block-type 
or stabilizer-type. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Preliminaries 
Applying methods from Pblya Theory it is possible to enumerate various kinds of 
musical objects as intervals, chords, scales, tone-rows, motives and so on. See for 
instance [7,18,4,5,16,17]. Usually these results are given for an n-scale, which means 
that there are exactly n tones within one octave. Collecting all tones, which are any 
number of octaves apart, into a pitch class, there are exactly n pitch classes in an 
n-scale. These pitch classes can be considered as elements of the residue class group 
(Z,,, +) of Z modulo nZ. The musical operator of transposing by one pitch class can 
be interpreted as a permutation of Z,, 
T : Z,, * Z,, i H T(i) := i + 1 
Inversion at pitch class 0 is the following permutation 
I:Z,+Z,, i HI(i) := -i. 
The group of all possibilities to transpose is the cyclic group (T) = C, of order n. The 
permutation group generated by T and I is the dihedral group D, of order 2n (for 
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n33). Sometimes in twelve tone music a further operator, the so called quart circle 
symmetry, is used, which is given by 
Q:=G2-+212> i H Q(i) := 5i. 
Generalising this concept to n tone music the affine group 
Aff(l,Z,,) := {(a,b)laEZ,*, FEZ,} 
(the set of all unit elements in the ring Z, is indicated by Z,*) acts on Z,, by 
(a, b)(i) :=ai + b. 
These permutation groups induce group actions on the sets of musical objects. (For 
basic definitions and notions in enumeration under jinite group actions see [12].) Let 
me explain these group actions by introducing the so called mosaics in Z, (see Chs. 2 
and 3 of [l]). In [ 1 l] it is stated that the enumeration of mosaics is an open research 
problem communicated by R. Morris. A partition rc of Z, is a collection of subsets of 
Z,,, such that the empty set is not an element of rr and such that for each i E Z, there 
is exactly one P E rc with i E P. If rc consists of exactly k subsets, then n is called a 
partition of size k. Let II, denote the set of all partitions of Z,, and let IIn,k be the set 
of all partitions of Z, of size k. A permutation group G of Z,, induces the following 
group action of G on n,: 
where gP := {gi 1 i E P}. This action can be restricted to an action of G on IZ,,k. The 
G-orbits on II, are called G-mosaics. (This is a slight generalization of the defini- 
tion given in [ll].) Correspondingly the G-orbits on IZn,k are called G-mosaics of 
size k. 
It is well known [2,3] how to enumerate G-mosaics (G-orbits of partitions) by iden- 
tifying them with G x $-orbits on the set of all functions from Z,, to 11 := { 1,. . , n}. 
(The symmetric group of the set n is denoted by Sn.) Furthermore G-mosaics of size 
k correspond to G x Sk-orbits on the set of all surjective functions from Z,, to &. We 
want to express the number of G-mosaics using the cycle index notion: The cycle 
index of a finite group G acting on a finite set X is the following polynomial Z(G,X) 
in the indeterminates x1,x2,. . ,xlXl over Q, the set of rationals, defined by 
Z(G,X) := & c f$~(‘), 
BEG i=l 
where (al(g),...,qq(g)) is the cycle type of the permutation induced by the action of 
g E G on X. This means that the induced permutation decomposes into ai disjoint 
cycles of length i for i = 1,. . . ,1X1. Furthermore Z(G,X I Xi = f(i)) means that the 
variables xi in Z(G,X) must be replaced by the expression f(i). Now we can apply a 
theorem from [2] to compute the number of orbits of all (surjective) functions under 
the group action of G x SE (or G x Sk, respectively). 
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Table 1 
Number of mosaics in twelve tone music 
G\k 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I1 12 
Cl? 1 179 7254 51075 115100 110462 52376 13299 1873 147 6 I 
DI2 1 121 3838 26148 58 400 56 079 26 696 6907 1014 96 6 I 
Aff(l,Z~z) 1 87 2155 13 730 30 121 28 867 13 835 3667 571 63 5 1 
Theorem 1. For 16 k d n let 
where s, := i(x, +x2, + . . +x~[,~;~]) and where [n/i] is the greatest integer less than or 
equal to n/i. This cycle index expression indicates that the operators of the ,jirst cycle 
index must be applied to the polynomial given by the substitution into the second cycle 
index and finally all indeterminates that have not yet vanished must be set to 0. The 
number of G-mosaics in Z,? is given by M,, and the number of G-mosaics qf size k 
is given by ML - Mk- 1, where MO := 0. 
The Cauchy-Frobenius Lemma [12] computes Mk as 
where a,(g) (or a,(a)) are the numbers of i-cycles in the cycle decomposition oj’ g 
(or cr, respectively). 
Finally the number of G-mosaics of size k could be derived by the Cauchyl- 
Frobenius Lemma [12] as 
where the inner sum is taken over the sequences a = (al,. ,ak) of nonnegative inte- 
gers a, such that CF=, ai = 1, and where c(a) is the number qf all cycles in the cycle 
decomposition of o. 
In order to apply this theorem one has to know the cycle indices of G and S,. 
The formulae for the cycle indices of C,,, D, and Sk are well known. (See [2,12].) 
The cycle index of Aff ( 1, Z,,) is computed in [20]. All these cycle index methods are 
implemented in SYMMETRICA [ 191, a computer algebra system devoted to combina- 
torics and representation theory of the symmetric group and of related groups. Using 
this program system for twelve tone music the following numbers of Cl,, 012 and 
Aff ( 1, Ziz)-mosaics of size k were computed. (See Table 1.) 
In conclusion there are 351773 Clz-mosaics, 179307 D,z-mosaics and 93 103 
Aff ( 1,212 )-mosaics in twelve tone music. 
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2. Enumeration by block-type 
If 7~ E II, consists of A; blocks of size i for i EE then 7c is said to be of block- 
type 3,= (;I,, . ., L,,). From the definition it is obvious that C, iAi =n, which will be 
indicated by i H n. Furthermore it is clear that rc is a partition of size Ci 1,. In this 
section the number of G-mosaics of type 1 (i.e. G-patterns of partitions of block-type 
A) will be derived. For doing that let j be any partition of type i. (For instance j can 
be defined such that the blocks of j of size 1 are given by {l}, {2}, . . , (2, }, the blocks 
of 2 of size 2 are given by {JV, +1,/21 +2}{Li +3,1-t +4},...,{21 +2&- l,,l, +2;12}, 
and so on.) According to [12] the stabilizer Hj, of 1 in the symmetric group S, (Hi 
is the set of all permutations o E S, such that aX = 1) is similar to the direct sum 
of compositions of symmetric groups, which is a permutation representation of the 
direct product 
of wreath products of symmetric groups. The wreath product is defined by 
s,~sj={w,~>I~ES,, $:j+S& 
together with the multiplication 
(rc/> a)($‘, 0’) = C$lcl,‘, 4, 
where $#(i) = $(i)t#(i) and $$(i) = $‘(a-‘i). The composition S;.r[S,] is the following 
permutation representation of S; 2 Sg on the set i x 3,: 
(($9 O>>(Y>S)) I-+ (4&4s))c 4s)). 
In other words H, is the set of all permutations o ES,,, which map each block of the 
partition 1 again onto a block (of the same size) of the partition. It is well known that 
the cycle index of the composition of two groups can be determined from the cycle 
indices of the two groups ([12]), so we know how to compute the cycle index of HE.. 
All partitions of 2, of type 2 can be derived in the form {f-‘(P) 1 P E x}, where S 
runs through the set of all bijective mappings from Z, to n. Two such bijections f and 
f’ define the same partition of Z,, if and only if f’ = f o CT, where c is an element of 
the stabilizer Hi of j. This induces a group action of H;. on the set of all bijections 
from Z, to n 
Hi x & -+iz$, (d->4-0~-‘> 
such that the H;.-orbits correspond to the partitions of Z,, of type 3,. 
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Since the action of G on H, can be restricted to an action of G on Ii’;, the set of 
all partitions of type 1”, we have the following action on the set of all bijections from 
z,, to 11: 
G x nzri -+ &. -bq -by’ kL.f)Hcl O .f. 
Two bijections f and ,f’ from Z,, to n define G-equivalent partitions of type A, if and 
only if there is some g E G such that (7 o .f’ and ,f’ define the same partition, which 
implies that there is some (T E H;. such that 9 o .f o gP’ = ,f’. In conclusion we can say 
that G-mosaics of type R correspond to G x H;.-orbits of bijections from Z,, to n under 
the following group action: 
(G x H; ) x n’l. --+ nz!’ blJ by ' ((g,a),f)++gofod 
It is well known how to enumerate these orbits. When interpreting the bijections 
from Z,, to n as permutations of the n-set g then G-mosaics of type i. correspond to 
double cosets ([ 121) of the form 
G\&lHi. - 
Theorem 2. The number of G-mosaics of type i can be derived with the ~follo~~+tg 
formula due to de Bruijn [2]: 
Z G.Z,, /x; = &) Z(Hj., 1x1 =i.~;)l,,,zo. i 
The Cauchy-Frobenius Lemma [12] determines the number of orbits qf bijections 
,from Z,, to n under the action of G x H; by’ 
where z(g) and z(a) are the cycle types of the permutations induced by the actions of’ 
g on the set Z,, and of cr on n, respectively, given in the form (a;(g))lE, or (~;(a)),~,. 
In other words we are summing over those pairs (g, a) such that g and (T determine 
permutations of the same cycle type. 
The double coset approach leads to an application of the Redfield cap-operator [12] 
or to Read’s N(. * .) operator [14,15], and the number of G-mosaics of type i. is given 
by 
Z(G,Z,)nZ(H;.,n) or N(Z(G.Z,,) * Wf;.,n)). 
Table 2 gives the numbers of Di2-mosaics of type A, (in this table the type (j.1,. . , i.,, ) 
of a partition is written in the form ( 1”’ ,2”’ , . . .), where all terms with ii = 0 are omit- 
ted) which were computed by using SYMMETRICA routines for the Redfield-cap 
operator. 
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Table 2 
Number of Dlz-mosaics in twelve tone music of type I 
a a I a 
(12) 1 
(39) 12 
(1,3,8) 85 
(5,7) 38 
W*,V 510 
(1,526) 236 
(1,2,3,6) 2320 
(14,2,6) 610 
(3,4,5) 1170 
(22,W 3510 
(13,22,5) 3510 
(1,3,42) 2915 
(2,3*,4) 5890 
(15,3,4) 1170 
(16,2,4) 610 
(13,3)) 2610 
(16.3*) 424 
(17,2,3) 340 
(14,24) 2325 
cl’*) 1 
(Lll) 
(123) 
G2,8) 
(1,4,7) 
(13,2,7) 
(2,4,6) 
(13,3,6) 
(lh>6) 
(1,2/W 
(12,2,3S) 
U5,2S) 
P2, 42) 
(12,32,4) 
(24,4) 
(18>4) 
(23,32) 
1 
30 
84 
170 
340 
610 
781 
50 
3480 
708 
2347 
5890 
2325 
29 
6005 
8725 
12 
645 
GLlO) 
(13,9) 
(12,UV 
(2,X7) 
(15,7) 
(12,W 
G’3>6) 
W2) 
(13,4,5) 
(14,3,5) 
(1’>5) 
(1*,2,4*) 
(L22,3,4) 
(12 23 4) 
(34; ’ 
(1’,22,32) 
(13,2x,3) 
@I 
U8J2) 
6 U2,10) 6 
12 (428) 29 
140 (14>8) 29 
340 (12,3,7) 340 
38 (6*) 35 
610 (32,6) 424 
645 (12,2?,6) 1820 
386 (12>52) 386 
1170 (1,3*,5) 2330 
1170 (1,23,5) 3500 
38 (43) 297 
4470 (14,4?) 792 
17370 U3,‘V,4) 11580 
8860 (14,2”,4) 4463 
713 (L’U3) 7740 
17630 (14,2,32) 5890 
11623 (15,2”,3) 3510 
554 (12,2-i) 2792 
84 (l’O,2) 6 
If n is even then a mosaic consisting of two blocks of size n/2 corresponds to 
a trope introduced by Hauer in [9,10]. By applying the power group enumeration 
theorem ([S]) an explicit formula for the number of all orbits of tropes under a group 
action was determined in [4]. 
3. Enumeration by stabilizer type 
Let U < G be a subgroup of G, then a partition z E 17, is called U-invariant if gn = rc 
for all g E U. The set of all U-invariant partitions will be denoted by (ZZ,),. The 
stabilizer of a partition rc is the subgroup U := {g E G 1 grr = rr} of G. The stabilizers 
of all partitions in the orbit G(Z) of rc lie in the conjugacy class 6 of the stabilizer U 
of rc. So the orbit G(rc) is called of stabilizer type fi. The set of all orbits of type 6 is 
also called the U-stratum and it will be indicated as u\\\II,. The Lemma of Burnside 
provides a formula which allows the numbers of G-orbits of type 6 to be computed 
from the number of V-invariant partitions for U, V < G. In [ 121 it is formulated in the 
following way: Let C 1,. . . ,6d be the conjugacy classes of subgroups of G then 
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where B(G) := (h,), ~,,j~d is the Burnside matrix of G given by 
where u is the Moebius function in the incidence algebra over the subgroup lattice 
L(G) of G. So, for computing the number of U-strata, we have to determine the 
number of V-invariant partitions. In [21] the following formula is proved: 
Theorem 3. Let 7 be a system of representatives of the G-orbits on X and let # 
be a system qf representatives of the conjugacy classes of G (e.g. .H = { UI, . , UC,) ). 
Then the number of’ G-invariant partitions of’X is given bJ 
wshere IL?- denotes the set of all partitions 6 of .“7. The blocks of the partition (5 
are indicated as A. For t EX the stabilizer of t in G is denoted by G,. Finall?, for 
subgroups U, V of G 
mr;( V) = !NG-(u)I /ut c i(K w> wtr 
is the mark qf U at V, where I: is the zeta-function in the incidence algebra over 
L(G). 
In the case that U ~6, and V ~fii then 
IMcS)I mdV)=w, := ,q, --c ((r/l> WI. WEiF) 
The matk M(G):=(mlj)lG,3,9, is called the table of marks of G and it is the inverse 
of the Bumside matrix B(G). 
The conjugacy classes of subgroups of C,, are well known. In [S] it is shown that a 
system of representatives of the conjugacy classes of subgroups of D,, (for n E N 1 is 
given as a disjoint union 
where 
{(T”),(T”,Z),(T”,TZ)} if dEOmod2. 
.2(d) := 
UT”)> (+J)> if d = 1 mod 2. 
A system of representatives of the conjugacy classes of subgroups of DIG together 
with the numbers of U-invariant partitions and the numbers of Di2-orbits of stabi- 
lizer type 6 is given in the Table 3: T stands for the permutation (0, 1,2,. , 11) and 
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Table 3 
U-invariant partitions and U-strata for Dlz-mosaics 
Group Order 
u = (1) 
u2 = ( T6) 
u3 = (0 
u4 = (TZ) 
lJ5 = ( T4) 
u6 = (T3) 
u7 = (T6,Z) 
u, = ( T6, TZ) 
u9 = (T2) 
UIO = (T4,1) 
UI] = (T4,TI) 
cl,2 = (T’J) 
U13 = (T2,1) 
U,4 = (T’, TI) 
UIS = (T) 
ul6 = (T,z) 
1 1 4213 597 172 037 
2 1 6841 416 
2 6 6841 3227 
2 6 6841 3242 
3 1 268 11 
4 1 111 2 
4 3 349 150 
4 3 319 136 
6 1 28 0 
6 2 56 19 
6 2 54 19 
8 3 31 31 
12 1 18 6 
12 1 16 5 
12 1 6 0 
24 1 6 6 
I stands for the permutation (O)(l, 11)(2,10)(3,9)(4,8)(5,7)(6). In Table 4 a list of 
all the 54 conjugacy classes of subgroups of Aff (1,212) together with the number 
of U-invariant partitions and the number of U-strata is given. (The subgroup lat- 
tice of Aff( 1,212) was computed with GAP [6].) The permutation Q is given by 
(w,5n ~(3x4, wa7, w(9). 
The number of all Ui-invariant partitions is just the number of all partitions of 12 
which is the Bell-number B( 12). The Bumside matrix of 012 was derived by inverting 
the table of marks of 012 computed with the computer algebra system GAP. 
BVh)= $ 
1 -1 -6 -6 -1 66166 -6 -6 
2 -i -6 -6 -2 
1; : 
12 6 
-1; : 12 
6 i-1; 
.-I2 
12 -12 
; : -; -6 
-I2 1; : : 
-6 6 6 
4 
1; : : : 
-1; 
-12 -1; 
4 12 
12 
12 -12 
8 : 
-1; : 12 
-6 -6 -6 12 
12 
Ii : 
-12 
.-Ii : : 
24 -24 
1; : -12 
12 -12 
12 -12 
24 
In the same way the table of marks and the Bumside matrix of Aff( 1,212) can be 
computed. 
From the previous section we know that partitions of block-type i H n correspond 
to the right cosets H;.f in Hj.\S,. The partition H),f is U-invariant, if and only if 
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Table 4 
U-invariant partitions and U-strata for Aff (1, Z,: )-mosaics 
57 
Group Order 161 I(~Iz~ I l~\\\n~:l Group Order IL 1 l(fl~l)~ ) r lU\\\fh2 
(1) 
(T") : 
(IQ) 2 
(TJIQ) 2 
(Q) 2 
(T'Q) 2 
(0 2 
(TI) 2 
(P) 3 
(T’) 4 
(T”.IQ) 4 
(Th, T31Q) 4 
(TQ) 4 
(T”,Tf) 4 
(T”.Q) 4 
(T”.I) 
(T’Q.TI) : 
(T”‘Q, TI) 4 
(1. Q) 
(IQ, T’Q) : 
(T’. Q) 
(T’.T”Q) :, 
(T’) 6 
(TIQ) 6 
(T”.TI) 6 
(T”.Z) 6 
(T’IQ) 6 
1 4213597 83267 
1 6841 140 
2 43693 3109 
2 6841 395 
3 14325 1407 
3 6841 592 
6 6841 1244 
6 6841 1474 
1 268 3 
1 111 0 
1 1913 88 
1 319 3 
3 111 5 
3 319 41 
3 469 40 
3 349 22 
6 469 183 
6 319 111 
6 1159 449 
6 835 290 
1 94 2 
1 54 0 
1 28 0 
2 28 0 
2 54 5 
2 56 3 
2 58 3 
V’JQ) 
(Th.LQ) 
(T”. T’Q. T”IQ) 
(T’. T’Q) 
(T3.1) 
(T‘Q.1) 
(TQ. TI) 
(7‘~. T’) 
(7‘) 
(T?IQ. T’) 
(T’.I) 
(7”. TZ) 
(TIQ. T’) 
(T’. Pi 
(TI. Q) 
(TL T’Q) 
(T’LQ) 
(T’Q>I) 
(T’“Q, TI.IQ) 
(T”, T’Q.1) 
(T’Q, TI) 
(T’. TIQ) 
( Th. T’Q. TI) 
(TQ,I) 
(KQ) 
(T,I) 
(K1.Q) 
8 1 81 
8 3 245 
8 3 91 
8 3 31 
8 3 37 
8 3 37 
8 3 81 
12 1 x 
12 1 6 
I? 1 20 
12 1 IX 
12 1 16 
12 1 IO 
12 I 22 
12 2 22 
12 2 16 
12 2 34 
12 2 28 
16 3 29 
24 1 18 
24 1 8 
24 1 6 
24 1 10 
24 I 6 
24 1 6 
24 1 6 
48 1 6 
I 
IO? 
29 
3 
4 
25 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
x 
5 
‘3 
6 
H,.f U = H,,f. This implies 
H,.,f u = Hj, f for all u E U, 
H;.fu.f -’ = H, for all u t U, 
,fU,f-‘GH,. 
So the number of U-invariant partitions of block-type i is 
(iH,fEHj\S,~/Cf’~H;.}~=~~l(jE~~;~.fU.f-’SH,). / 
And the number of all U-invariant partitions is given by 
c KK..f -\S/fU.f-‘dH,}l. 
ith 
This formula can be found in [ 131. 
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In the case when U = (u) and u is of cycle type (al , . . . , CZ,~) then these formulae can 
be expressed using the Redfield-cap operator: 
n 
nxy flZ(Hi,rz) or 
i=l 
f&T n (pi,n)). 
Finally we will enumerate G-mosaics according to their block-type I and stabilizer 
type 6. The formula of White and Williamson [21] can be extended to a weighted 
formula in the following way. Define a weight function w : Ii’, 4 Q[q,. . .,x,,] such 
that the weight of all partitions rc of block-type 3, is equal to n:=, $. 
Theorem 4. Then the sum of the weights of all G-invariant partitions is derived by 
where 
Proof. From the proof in [21] it is obvious that l/m~(U)&~ rn~(G~) counts parti- 
tions of n consisting of lGl/lUl blocks P of size CtEA \U]/lGr] each, since each of 
these blocks P is the disjoint union of sets of size ) Ul/lGtl for t E A. q 
The numbers of &-mosaics of block-type /z H 12 and stabilizer type 6, for 
1 <j d 16 are the coefficients of n,?, xf in the following list: 
6, : 320x&x, +678x:x2x5 + 760~;~~~~ + 1140~;~~~~ + 546~;~~~~ + 195x; + 546~~~~~~ + 
2860~~~~~~ + 1140~s~~~~ + 1648~:~;~~ + 1140~;~~~~ + 11480~;~;~~ +28x5x7 + 14x‘,xs + 
7x3x9 +349x:x6 +309x& +44x,2x8 +2004$x; + 516x& + 5554x23~32 +2022x;x4 + 
3093c~x~+2412x~x~+7x~x~+2527x~x~+14x;'xs+660x;1x~+2022X;1~~+28~~~~+29~~~~+ 
349x:x: +516xfx; +28x:x5 + 14x:x4 +44x:x; + 7x7~~ +320x;x2x3 +3450x1x2x4x5 + 
23ooX,X2X3X~+ 17280x,x~x3x~+6900x;x2x3x~ + 11520x;xzx~x~+581x~+8x~+337x~+ 
320X2X3X7+ 5662~2~~~4+3420~,2~3~~+226~~~g~g+160X~~4~7+ ~OX~X~XS +2290x1x:x5+ 
25X1X2X9 + 7660~1x2~: +~~OX,X;X~ +~~~OXIX:X~ + ~~OOX~X;X~ +546~:~q~g + 
320x:x3x,+ 5662~;~;~~ + 108x:x2x8 +4196x:x2x; + 17026~:~;~: + 8468~:~;~~ + 
1140~;~~~~ + 3420~;~;~~ +5662$x2x: +4208x;x,2x4 + 3420~;~;~~ +546x:x2x4, 
i72:4X;x2Xg +6x; +4X2XqXg -t lb:x;x6 +5x$x6 +6x2x: +23x:x; +9$x6 +41x:x; + 
18x24~~ + 6x:x: + 34x:x; + 7x;1x42 + 18~;~; + x7x6 + 5x:x: + 9x:x; + 8x34 + x6’ + 1 lx; + 
18x2x~3cq +4x;x4xg + 18xfx:x4 +2x~x2xg f24x:x2xj +54x:x;x: +32x:x:x4 + 
18x;x2x: + 14x;'x;x4 +4x:X2X4, 
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19x2x: + 14xzxs + 66x:x: + 43x:x6 f 117x$x: + 88x:x4 + XlXll + 2x:x,0 + 19x:x; + 
90x:x; +4x:x9 + 76x:x; + 6x;xs + 38x+: + 88~;~; + 10x:x7 + 8x7x6 + 26x:x; + 43~~~; + 
lo+5 + 6~7x4 + 14x:x; +4x:x3 +20x;x2xx +~OX,X~X~X~ +20x,x2x3x6 +90x,x;x3x1 + 
6OXfX2X3Xj + ~OX:X~X~X~ + 2Xf”x2 + 33~: + 4~: + 33~; + 20~2~3x7 + 86x2x:x4 + 90~5~3x5 + 
1Ox1xgxg + 10x1x4x7 + 5xlx3x8 +40x,x:x5 + 5x,x2xg f 80x,x2x; + 30x,x;x7 + 70x&x5 + 
125x1x;xj + 28xfxq.xg + 20x:x3x7 + 86x:x:x4 + 14xfx2xs + 78$x2x: -I- 178,-$x$5 + 
144xfx& + 30~;~~~s + 90x;x;x5 + 86x;xzx5 + 98x!x;xA + 9Ox~.u$q + 28+xq, 
&:30x:x2x6 + 55x; + 30x2xqxg +90x:x:x6 + 6xqxs + 39x:x6 + 3x2x,a +48x2x; + 
18~;~s + 2 16x:x; + 67x:x6 + 277x:x; + 168~;~~ + 3x;xlo + 48x:x: + 243x:x; + 6x;lxs + 
72x:x; + 168x:x; + 9x7x6 + 39x:x; -f 67x:x; + 6x;x4 + 18x$; + 3x1’~~ + 72x; + 
15x; + 130x; + 1 20x2x;xq + 30xfxqxg + 1 20x:x;x4 + 1 5x:x2xX + 1 65x:x2x; + 
360~;~;~: + 2 1 OX;X;X~ + 1 20x;x2x: + 1 26x;x;x4 + 30x:x2x4, 
uj : x:x3x6 + xi + 3x;x;x, + 3x:x: + 3x;, 
6, : x; + x;Ix;x‘$, 
6, : ~x;x~x(, + -2~: + 2x2x4x6 + 6x$+, + x4xs + 3x;xg + x2x10 + 4X2X: + 3xfxx + 
5x;x; f 5X23X6 + 11x:x: + 7x;xq +x:x,0 +4x:x: + 13x:x; +x;1xs +3x:x; +7x:x4 + 
X:X6 + 3X:X: + 5X:X; + XI(Xq + 3X;X; + X;‘X? + 2X; + 4X; + 4X2X:X4 f 2XfX4Xg + 
4x:x:x4 +x:x2x8 +7x:x& + 12x:x,2x: +6x:x;x4 +4x;1x2x; + 7x;2x;x4 +2x:xzxq, 
&:7x; +x4.% +4xX:x* +30x:x,2 + 17x:x4 +x:x8 +9x:x: + 17x;‘x; +x:x4 +4x:x; + 
6x; + 4x; + 26x; + 9xfx;x4, 
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